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Blank certificates (such as shown above) were used with the issuing location
and denominations were filled in as needed.                                                                  �

Above:  Hessler X134F

WITH A STAGGERED “RELEASE” OVER AN INTERVAL
of at least a week, Canada’s third polymer note began to

replace paper for the important $20 denomination more or less
in time for Remembrance Day (Armistice Day Nov. 11).  The
predominantly green $20 depicts Elizabeth II as Queen of
Canada.  The note back illustrates and identifies the Canadian
National Vimy Memorial, the highly distinctive structure
flanked by groupings of red poppies.  The see-through “win-
dow” shows the Queen, and Peace Tower on Parliament Hill.
The two previous polymer releases, the $100 and $50, depict-

ed historic prime ministers, and had been “launched” and  whol-
ly replaced their respective paper forerunners, in single-day
Canada-wide changeovers.  Former notes of these high values
remain cashable at banks, and hence spendable, but when so
redeemed  have  not been reissued. 

In contrast, bankers tell me, no such “removal” of earlier
paper $20s is currently being considered.  Nor is such a
“removal” anticipated for the two remaining values, the $10 and
$5, both to be issued in polymer in 2013. Canada’s $2 and $1
notes were replaced by hefty coins (the $2 bimetallic), some

years ago, and their paper counterparts seldom are seen in circu-
lation today. 

Canadian collectors with whom I’ve spoken, most recently
at the Halifax Coin Club in September perceive distinct chal-
lenge in intelligently collecting across the protracted paper-to-
polymer changeover.  The $20 denomination came close to
anticipated signature changes, new dates and prefixes, and other
shifts resulting in more than usual complexity of issue.  To col-
lectors such challenge is anything but unwelcome. The present
generation of note enthusiasts clearly enjoys detailed study of in-
circulation new issues. 

Then came the surprise announcement that the Bank of
Canada Governor, the senior signing officer, would be leaving,
to step into the corresponding position at the Bank of England!
This would imply new appointments, new signatures, and new
releases over a more extended interval.  As I understand it,
United  Kingdom note collectors favor first and last prefixes of
new varieties, all denominations, and they will also be scrutiniz-
ing notes newly entering circulation over months, even years, to
come.   Never a dull moment!                                                         �
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